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Abstract 21 

The gene Tas1r3 codes for the protein T1R3, which dimerizes with T1R2 to form a sweetener-22 

binding receptor in taste cells.  Tas1r3 influences sweetener preferences in mice, as shown by 23 

work with a 129.B6-Tas1r3 segregating congenic strain on a 129P3/J (129) genetic background; 24 

members of this strain vary in whether they do or do not have one copy of a donor fragment with 25 

the C57BL/6ByJ (B6) allele for Tas1r3 (B6/129 and 129/129 mice, respectively).  Taste-evoked 26 

neural responses were measured in the nucleus of the solitary tract (NST), the first central 27 

gustatory relay, in B6/129 and 129/129 littermates, in order to examine how the activity 28 

dependent on the T1R2/T1R3 receptor is distributed across neurons and over time.  Responses to 29 

sucrose were larger in B6/129 than in 129/129 mice, but only during a later, tonic response 30 

portion (> 600 ms) sent to different cells than the earlier, phasic response.  Similar results were 31 

found for artificial sweeteners, whose responses were best considered as complex spatio-32 

temporal patterns.  There were also group differences in burst firing of NST cells, with a 33 

significant positive correlation between bursting prevalence and sucrose response size in only the 34 

129/129 group.  The results indicate that sweetener transduction initially occurs through T1R3-35 

independent mechanisms, after which the T1R2/T1R3 receptor initiates a separate, spatially-36 

distinct response, with the later period dominating sweet taste perceptions and driving sugar 37 

preferences.  Furthermore, the current data suggest that burst firing is distributed across NST 38 

neurons non-randomly and in a manner that may amplify weak incoming gustatory signals. 39 

40 

Keywords: taste, gustatory, sugar, nucleus of the solitary tract, bursting 41 

42 
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Introduction 43 

Sugars provide a boon to animals that encounter them in the form of readily available 44 

calories, though there can also be negative consequences to excessive consumption of them over 45 

the long-term (1).  These compounds, as well as other natural and artificial compounds that have 46 

similar chemical structures and mimic them, provide a powerful gustatory signal when they enter 47 

the oral cavity, resulting in the unique taste quality perception of sweetness.  There is also 48 

activation of brain areas such as the nucleus accumbens that are involved in pleasure and reward, 49 

serving to drive ingestion.  At the same time, though, it is important not to portray these events 50 

as simple, given that there appear to be multiple taste transduction mechanisms activated by 51 

sugars, and that there can be wide variation among different individuals in the extent to which 52 

they prefer sweeteners (2).    53 

The gene Tas1r3 codes for the protein T1R3, which forms a taste receptor for sweeteners 54 

when it dimerizes with the protein T1R2 (3).  Sequences of Tas1r3 differ between mouse strains 55 

originally identified as "tasters" or "non-tasters", based on high or low sweetener preferences, 56 

respectively, in 2-bottle tests (4-7).  In vitro and electrophysiological work has suggested that the 57 

non-tasting strains express a T1R2/T1R3 receptor with low affinity, and this poor function early 58 

in taste transduction is propagated as an unusually small neural response to sweeteners in the 59 

periphery of these mice (8,9).  Reports have varied, though, as to whether this reduced sweetener 60 

sensitivity in “non-tasters” does (10) or does not (11) extend to the brainstem. 61 

Subsequent work complicated this initial model, in which sweetener preference is 62 

dominated by a single gene that affects peripheral responsiveness.  Evidence for Tas1r3-63 

independent sweet taste appeared, based on T1R3-knockout mice retaining some sensitivity to 64 

sweeteners, especially non-sugars (12-14).  In addition, supposedly non-tasting mouse strains 65 

(e.g., 129P3/J [129]) were found to match or exceed the intake of tasting strains (e.g., C57BL/6J 66 

[B6]) in short-term licking paradigms (15,16).  Furthermore, B6 and 129 mice reacted differently 67 

when given exposure to sucrose, with only the latter showing an increase in subsequent 68 

sweetener preferences, so that they matched B6 mice in later testing (17).  These results suggest 69 

that central events in 129 mice can compensate for their low peripheral sensitivity to sweeteners. 70 
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Additional insight into B6 and 129 mouse sweetener responses was provided by 71 

examining the time course of neural firing in the nucleus of the solitary tract (NST), the first 72 

central relay for taste information.  On a scale of hundreds of milliseconds, independent early 73 

(i.e., phasic, 0-600 ms after onset) and later (i.e., tonic, 600-5000 ms) response components were 74 

revealed for sweeteners, but not for most non-sweet compounds (10).  Furthermore, there were 75 

larger responses to sweeteners in B6 than 129 mice during the later, tonic period, but not during 76 

the initial phasic period.  These data are consistent with a broader conception of gustatory 77 

responses as dynamic and consisting of multiple temporal phases, during which different aspects 78 

of the stimulus (e.g., quality, palatability) might be encoded (18,19). 79 

B6 and 129 mice have also differed on analyses that addressed temporal firing patterns on 80 

a scale of milliseconds; these analyses revealed that many NST neurons often fired with short (< 81 

5 ms) interspike intervals characteristic of burst firing (20).  The B6 and 129 strains showed 82 

similar overall rates of bursting in the NST, but differed on which neurons tended to fire in 83 

bursts.  In B6 mice, the cells that burst the most were the ones that gave the largest response 84 

sizes to NaCl; in contrast, within 129 mice the bursting cells tended to be those that gave the 85 

largest responses to sucrose.  It was proposed that this positive correlation between bursting and 86 

sucrose response size serves to amplify the weak peripheral sucrose response that inputs to the 87 

NST in 129 mice, since burst patterns are especially effective at driving post-synaptic firing (21).  88 

Such amplification would provide one means by which 129 mice could partially compensate for 89 

possessing a T1R2/T1R3 receptor that binds sweeteners poorly, and it might contribute to their 90 

unusually high behavioral sensitivity to sweeteners in some circumstances (as mentioned above). 91 

The strain differences observed previously between B6 and 129 mice could be due to 92 

their different sequences of Tas1r3, but the strains also differ at many other genes.  One way of 93 

pinpointing Tas1r3's role has been through the use of a 129.B6-Tas1r3 segregating congenic 94 

strain, which has a 129 background, but with a small donor fragment in some of the mice 95 

containing the C57BL/6JByJ (B6) allele for Tas1r3 (22); congenic mice with this B6 donor 96 

fragment (B6/129 mice) demonstrated similar sweetener preferences as B6 inbred mice, but 97 

higher preferences than their littermates who had a pure 129 background (129/129 mice).  In the 98 

current experiment, taste-evoked NST responses were measured in B6/129 and 129/129 mice, in 99 

order to define the influence of Tas1r3 on responses to sweeteners and other compounds.  The 100 
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precise time course of the neural activity was analyzed in order to address issues such as bursting 101 

and phasic versus tonic response components.  The results indicated that Tas1r3 influences only 102 

the later response portion evoked by sweeteners in the NST.  Furthermore, a significant positive 103 

correlation was found between bursting activity and sucrose response size in only the 129/129 104 

group, consistent with the hypothesis that burst firing is directed to particular NST cells when it 105 

is important for them to amplify responses to particular taste stimuli. 106 

107 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 108 

Subjects 109 

Adult male mice from the segregating congenic strain 129.B6-Tas1r3 were used.  Within 110 

this strain, littermates differ in genotypes for the Tas1r3 gene.  Mice with the B6/129 Tas1r3 111 

genotype have one chromosome with a Tas1r3-containing donor fragment from the C57BL/6ByJ 112 

(B6) strain, and the other complete chromosome (including Tas1r3) from the 129P3/J (129) 113 

strain.  Mice with the 129/129 Tas1r3 genotype have no copies of the donor fragment (and they 114 

therefore have 2 copies of the 129 allele for Tas1r3).  Thus, the B6/129 and 129/129 groups have 115 

nearly identical genetic backgrounds, except for the presence or absence of one copy of the 116 

Tas1r3-containing donor fragment from B6 mice.  The donor fragment is less than 194 kb and 117 

contains several genes, including Tas1r3 (23; see 22 for details on maintenance of the congenic 118 

strain).  Recordings were made of the activity of 37 cells from 13 different 129/129 mice and 42 119 

cells from 17 different B6/129 mice. 120 

Animals were housed individually at 23°C on a 12-h light/dark cycle, and they were 121 

given ad libitum access to tap water and standard laboratory chow.  They were naive to all test 122 

solutions at the time of electrophysiological recording, and thus they could not have experienced 123 

the post-ingestive conditioning effects that have been reported to follow exposure to sweeteners 124 

(17).  They ranged from 10–59 weeks of age and weighed 20–31 g on the day of recording.  125 

Procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees of Monell 126 

Chemical Senses Center and Ball State University. 127 

Electrophysiological recording 128 
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The methods used for measuring neural activity and applying taste stimuli were as 129 

described previously for NST recording in B6 and 129 inbred mice (10).  Animals were 130 

anesthetized with a mixture of ketamine, xylazine, and acepromazine (90, 20, and 3 mg/kg, 131 

respectively, i.p., with additional doses as necessary).  A tracheotomy was performed to prevent 132 

suffocation, and a fistula was inserted into the esophagus to avoid ingestion of taste solutions. 133 

The head was secured in a nontraumatic head holder modeled after that used in rats to avoid 134 

injury to the chorda tympani nerve.  A section of skull overlying the cerebellum was removed, 135 

and the cerebellum was then aspirated to expose the surface of the medulla.  Body temperature 136 

was maintained at 33-36°C using heating pads, and depth of anesthesia was checked by 137 

monitoring breathing rate, heart rate detected by subcutaneous electrodes, and pedal withdrawal 138 

reflex. 139 

The activity of single units was isolated using glass microelectrodes filled with 1.6 M 140 

potassium citrate and with a tip diameter of 1-5 µM.  Cells were identified as being in the NST 141 

by the presence of a clear change in firing rate in response to gustatory stimuli.  In addition, after 142 

the activity of a cell was measured, the electrode position relative to obex was determined.  The 143 

mean coordinates of the cells that were recorded were 1.7 mm anterior to obex, 1.2 mm lateral to 144 

the midline, and 660 µm ventral to the surface of the brainstem, which corresponds to the 145 

location of the rostral NST in mouse neuroanatomy atlases (24,25).  The signal was amplified, 146 

filtered, displayed on an oscilloscope, and stored for off-line analysis with a 20 kHz sampling 147 

rate. 148 

Presentation of taste stimuli 149 

When the activity of a single taste-sensitive neuron was isolated, responses were recorded 150 

to an array of 13 stimuli that included four compounds that served as prototypical sour (10 mM 151 

HCl), salty (100 mM NaCl), bitter (20 mM quinine HCl), and sweet (500 mM sucrose) solutions.  152 

Also included in the array were 10 mM disodium 5-inosine monophosphate (IMP), 10 mM citric 153 

acid, 100 mM CaCl2, 100 mM NH4Cl, the sugar maltose at 500 mM, the artificial sweeteners 20 154 

mM acesulfame-K and 1 mM SC-45647, the sweet amino acid D-phenylalanine at 100 mM, and 155 

10 mM NaSaccharin.  156 
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In addition, the taste stimulus 100 mM L-proline was originally included in the stimulus 157 

array for the experiment, but it was dropped from the array before the experiment was 158 

completed, because it proved to be too weak to drive most taste-responsive neurons.  In total, it 159 

was applied in only 65 neurons of the 79 neurons that were included in the final analyses.  The 160 

incomplete nature of the L-proline data prevents it from being used in some of the analyses (e.g., 161 

multidimensional scaling), and its low responsiveness means that it provided very limited insight 162 

into the effect of Tas1r3 on NST responses.  Therefore, the data for it were not included in the 163 

manuscript, other than to briefly address the issue of somatosensory contribution to responses 164 

(see Discussion. Multiple transduction mechanisms for sweeteners).   165 

Here and throughout the paper, descriptions of taste quality are given for stimuli based on 166 

previous work (26-30), with the understanding that they must be inferred in nonhuman species 167 

such as mice.  The term “sweeteners” is used to refer to the sugar sucrose, based on its status as a 168 

prototype, and to maltose, acesulfame, SC-45647, and D-phenylalanine, based on them being 169 

treated similarly to sucrose by mice and evoking similar across-neuron patterns of activity (10).  170 

However, the label "sweetener" is used with the understanding that all compounds evoke side-171 

tastes, and so labeling a stimulus as such does not denote equivalence with "sweetness"; that is, 172 

sweeteners never taste purely sweet, and under some circumstances may have substantial non-173 

sweet components to their quality.  This is true to such a large extent for saccharin that this 174 

compound was not labeled as a sweetener, given that prior NST recordings in 129 inbred mice 175 

indicated a predominantly NaCl-like pattern of responding evoked by this compound (10).  The 176 

concentrations of stimuli were chosen to replicate prior work and with a goal towards them being 177 

of moderate intensity, but also so that they would be effective at evoking responses in mouse 178 

NTS neurons.  179 

All stimuli were mixed in distilled water, with the exception of the sugars and D-180 

phenylalanine, to which 10% tap water was added to promote activation of an automatic stimulus 181 

onset marker (31).  Two milliliters of each stimulus were presented at room temperature and at a 182 

rate of 1 ml/s, and the stimulus was not rinsed off until at least 5 s after onset.  Stimuli and water 183 

rinse were sprayed throughout the entire oral cavity, including the palate, using syringes.  Prior 184 

to starting the experiments, blue dye was sprayed in test animals in order to confirm that the 185 

method delivered solution to the entire oral cavity, including the roof of the mouth and back of 186 
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the tongue.  Stimulus presentations were separated by at least a minute and were followed by at 187 

least 10 ml of deionized water as a rinse in order to return the cell’s firing rate to its usual 188 

baseline, and then by a syringe full of air in order to clear the line.  To avoid adaptation effects, 189 

stimuli were given in a semi-random order, in which compounds with similar taste qualities were 190 

not presented consecutively. 191 

There were rare instances in which a neuron with both gustatory and tactile sensitivity 192 

was isolated, as indicated by a clearly discernable change in firing rate in response to water rinse 193 

or air.  Such cells were excluded from the experiment.  Thus, the responses of the included cells 194 

can be assumed to be purely gustatory in nature and to lack a clear somatosensory contribution to 195 

their response sizes. 196 

Stimuli were presented multiple times when possible and an average of all presentations 197 

used.  The use of multiple presentations allows for a test of the variability in responding.  There 198 

were 125 instances in which a stimulus was applied more than once for a given cell in B6/129 199 

mice, and 160 instances in 129/129 mice.  The net responses for the first and second 200 

presentations were highly correlated in both B6/129 and 129/129 mice (r = +0.91 and +0.90, 201 

respectively).  These results indicate a high degree of stability in the recording preparation. 202 

Data Analysis 203 

Action potentials were counted using the Spike2 software program (Cambridge 204 

Electronic Design, Inc.).  Interspike intervals (ISIs) were calculated for two purposes: 1) to 205 

ensure that there was a clear refractory period, indicating good isolation of a single neuron's 206 

activity; and 2) for conducting analyses related to burst firing (as described below).  Action 207 

potentials were counted for 3 s before (spontaneous period) and 5 s after (evoked period) 208 

stimulus onset. 209 

Response sizes to taste stimuli were expressed as net spikes per second, based on 210 

subtracting the spontaneous firing rate for the 3 s immediately prior to stimulus application from 211 

the evoked firing rate for the 5 s immediately following application, unless indicated otherwise.  212 

Neurons were considered to be taste-responsive and included in the experiment if they gave a 213 

significant response to at least one of the 13 stimuli.  A response was considered to be significant 214 

if the absolute value of the net spikes per second exceeded the SD of the spontaneous firing rate 215 
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of the cell multiplied by 2.89.  This criterion set an α-level of 0.004 (or 0.05/13), two-tailed, to 216 

correct for the number of comparisons per cell.  Positive responses that met this criterion gave 217 

evidence of excitation relative to the spontaneous firing rate, and negative responses that met it 218 

gave evidence of inhibition, though the latter is rare in the mouse NST (10).  Spontaneous firing 219 

rates were compared between the 129/129 and B6/129 groups using t-tests.  Net responses were 220 

compared between groups using two-way mixed ANOVAs with group and stimulus as factors, 221 

followed by post-hoc t-tests when appropriate to compare responses to individual stimuli 222 

between groups.   223 

Stimuli were compared to each other within a group by calculating the Pearson 224 

correlation coefficients between each one’s across-neuron pattern of responding and those of the 225 

other stimuli; multidimensional scaling was then performed on the correlation matrix that 226 

resulted, and a multidimensional space was generated in which stimuli with similar across-227 

neuron patterns were located close to each other.  Corresponding correlations were compared 228 

between groups using a Z-test for independent correlation coefficients. 229 

Neurons within a group were compared to each other using cluster analysis based on their 230 

profiles of responding across the four prototypical stimuli.  The distance measure used was 1 231 

minus the Pearson correlation coefficient between the response profiles of the cells, and an 232 

“unweighted pair-group average” amalgamation rule was used.  The resulting dendrograms were 233 

then examined and subtypes of neurons determined visually.  Net responses in subtypes were 234 

compared between groups of mice using ANOVAs with group and stimulus as factors, followed 235 

by post-hoc t-tests to determine the stimuli on which they differed. 236 

I considered the possibility that the different genetic backgrounds of the two groups could 237 

lead to differential development of the NST and a lack of correspondence between similarly-238 

named neural subtypes in 129/129 and B6/129 mice, as observed previously for T1R3-knockout 239 

mice (13).  In light of this, my strategy was to define neural subtypes and examine them, but to 240 

also rely on other measures that did not place NST cells into categories (e.g., comparisons of 241 

across-neuron patterns of activity).  Furthermore, both categorized neurons and across-neuron 242 

patterns were examined to reflect the fact that gustatory data can be viewed from either "across-243 

neuron patterning" or "labeled-line" perspectives, which differ in their dependence on the 244 

existence of discrete neural subtypes and on the importance of considering individual neurons in 245 
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the context of populations of cells (32,33; see 34 for a further discussion of gustatory coding 246 

theories and their relevance to sweet taste perception). 247 

Temporal patterns of net responses were examined for each stimulus by constructing 248 

post-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs) in which spikes across the 5-s evoked period were 249 

distributed into 100 ms bins, and net values were calculated by subtracting the mean spontaneous 250 

firing rate.  Separate phasic (0-600 ms after stimulus onset) and tonic (600-5000 ms after onset) 251 

response periods were also defined, based on prior work (10).  Statistics (e.g., mean responses 252 

across all cells, multidimensional spaces) using net responses across these phasic and tonic 253 

periods were then conducted as described above for net responses across 5 sec.  For two figures 254 

responses were grouped into 10 bins of 500 ms each, rather than maintaining the 600-ms length 255 

that defined the phasic period, in order to evenly cover the entire 5-sec evoked period; 256 

corresponding graphs using eight bins of 600 ms each were also constructed (data not shown), 257 

which yielded similar results as for 500 ms bins.   258 

Bursting analyses were conducted as described previously (20).  In this prior work, 259 

bursting was found to be a property of certain NST neurons, which fired frequently with 260 

interspike intervals (ISIs) of less than 5 ms, and it did not depend on stimulation with any 261 

particular taste stimulus or on presenting any tastant at all.  That is, bursting appears to be a 262 

general characteristic of an NST neuron, rather than cells switching from non-bursting to 263 

bursting mode when responding to particular stimuli (though such responses have been reported 264 

for gustatory neurons in the chorda tympani nerve and parabrachial nucleus; 35-37).  Thus, in 265 

bursting-related analyses ISIs were counted solely during spontaneous firing, immediately before 266 

taste stimuli were given. 267 

For each neuron, ISI distributions during the spontaneous period were plotted across half-268 

millisecond bins.  As in prior work, two approaches were used to consider how the prevalence of 269 

short intervals during spontaneous activity (i.e., bursting) related to the responsiveness to taste 270 

stimuli.  First, this relationship was considered along a continuum, without placing neurons into 271 

categories (e.g., by calculating Pearson-product moment correlations).  Secondly, NST neurons 272 

were categorized within each group of mice by calculating a "Burstiness" score for each cell, and 273 

then categorized cells as "bursting" (B) or "non-bursting" (non-B) cells based on having large or 274 

small burstiness scores, respectively.  The two kinds of analyses generally resulted in similar 275 
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conclusions.  For example, in 129/129 mice there was a significant positive correlation between 276 

bursting and sucrose response size, as well as larger responses to sucrose in B versus non-B cells.  277 

Thus, only the results of the continuum-based analyses are presented, in the interest of brevity.  278 

In these analyses, the percentage of intervals less than 5 ms during spontaneous firing 279 

was correlated with response sizes when the prototypical taste stimuli were applied; a threshold 280 

for significance p < of 0.0125 (0.05/4) was used to take into account the use of multiple 281 

comparisons across the four prototypical stimuli.  These analyses were also repeated with 282 

intervals that were 5-10 ms duration; this was done to confirm prior results that the frequencies 283 

of intervals longer and shorter than 5 ms are independent of each other (20), and to provide 284 

further evidence that there is a specific bursting mechanism that operates only on a scale of less 285 

than 5 ms and not over longer intervals. 286 

Statistics were performed using the Systat software package.  Values are presented as 287 

means ± SEM.  A criterion of p ≤ 0.050 was used for significance, except when noted otherwise. 288 

289 

RESULTS 290 

Mean responses averaged across 5 seconds 291 

The mean (± SEM) spontaneous firing rate in both groups was 10 ± 1 spikes/sec.  When 292 

mean response sizes across all neurons were compared between the B6/129 and 129/129 groups, 293 

the former gave significantly larger responses to the sweeteners sucrose, maltose, acesulfame-K, 294 

SC-45647, and D-phenylalanine (figure 1; main effect of group, F1,77 = 8.9, p = 0.004; t77 ≥ 2.0, p 295 

< 0.05 in post-hoc tests).  That is, sweeteners tended to be less effective at driving NST 296 

responding in the 129/129 group relative to B6/129 mice, who have one B6 allele for Tas1r3.  297 

Most of the non-sweet compounds evoked similar response sizes in the groups, with the 298 

exceptions of IMP and quinine, which evoked larger responses in B6/129 than 129/129 mice. 299 

The mean responses described above likely have relevance to the perceived intensity of 300 

compounds in the mice, but do not provide insight into taste quality perceptions.  To address the 301 

latter phenomenon, the stimuli were compared on their across-neuron profiles of activity within 302 

each group using multidimensional scaling.  In the resulting multidimensional spaces based on 303 
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the full 5-sec evoked period (figure 2A and B), compounds tended to be grouped based on their 304 

taste qualities as described by humans.  As in prior analyses of rodent NST data (10,38,39), sour 305 

and bitter compounds were grouped together (consistent with evidence that quinine and citric 306 

acid are not easily distinguished from each other by mice; 40), but separate from NaCl and 307 

sucrose.  Both B6/129 and 129/129 mice showed a grouping of sucrose and the other sweeteners 308 

that was separate from the remaining compounds.  NaSaccharin was located closest to NaCl 309 

among the basic stimuli in both groups of mice, as was found previously for 129 inbred mice 310 

(10), indicating a profile dominated by its sodium cation; this reinforced the decision to not label 311 

it as a sweetener for this experiment (see Methods. Presentation of taste stimuli).  This was also 312 

the case in both groups for IMP, presumably due to the use of the disodium salt form, and despite 313 

behavioral data suggesting a predominantly umami taste quality in B6 and 129 mice (41).   314 

Overall, 129/129 and B6/129 mice had similar results for the multidimensional spaces, 315 

suggesting similar taste quality perceptions in the two groups, though D-phenylalanine was 316 

between the sweeteners and the sour/bitter compounds in only the B6/129 animals.  This 317 

difference in placement was confirmed by a finding that the correlation between the across-318 

neuron profiles of D-phenylalanine and quinine was significantly higher in B6/129 than in 319 

129/129 mice (+0.49 and -0.07, respectively; Z = 2.6, p = 0.005).  Saccharin was closer to 320 

sucrose and farther from NaCl in B6/129 versus 129/129 mice, but the groups did not differ 321 

significantly on the relevant individual correlations (i.e., saccharin versus NaCl and saccharin 322 

versus sucrose), which argues against this small difference in placement within the MDS being 323 

important. 324 

Rodent NST cells vary in their response profiles and typically are categorized into acid-, 325 

salt-, and sugar-oriented subtypes (H-, N-, and S-cells, respectively).  This classification was 326 

performed on the cells using cluster analysis (figure 3).  The percentage of each cell type was 327 

approximately similar in the groups, with 26% and 21% of the neurons classified as S-cells, 35% 328 

and 51% classified as N-cells, and 38% and 27% classified as H-cells in B6/129 and 129/129 329 

mice, respectively.  Each neural subtype was then compared on response sizes between groups of 330 

mice, which resulted in a complex pattern of differences (figure 4; see figure legend for 331 

statistical values).  Responses to the defining stimuli of each cell type were larger in B6/129 332 

mice, with bigger responses to HCl in H-cells, NaCl in N-cells, and sucrose in S-cells.  H-cells 333 
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also gave larger responses to citric acid and D-phenylalanine in B6/129 than in 129/129 mice, as 334 

did N-cells to IMP, sucrose, and SC-45647.  In addition, S-cells evoked larger responses to 335 

saccharin and SC-45647 in B6/129 compared to 129/129 mice.   336 

Overall, then, there was a patchwork pattern of group differences in neural subtypes, 337 

which generally did not provide insight into the previously described differences between 338 

B6/129 and 129/129 mice that were found across all neurons, and which did not correspond 339 

closely to the known function of T1R3.  It is possible that this outcome reflects a complex set of 340 

effects on gustatory development and neural connections spurred by variation in T1R3 protein 341 

sequence.  However, this cannot be assumed, and the appearance of broad group differences may 342 

relate more to the complications involved in classifying gustatory cells.  For example, the neural 343 

subtypes were defined using data within each group of animals, rather than shared between them.  344 

Thus, it is possible that the similarly-named cell types did not truly correspond to each other 345 

between groups, especially when considering that they were defined on their response profiles 346 

across the prototypical stimuli, and mean responses to two of these four stimuli (sucrose and 347 

quinine) differed between the groups (see figure 1).  Additional analyses were conducted using 348 

these H-, N-, and S-cell categories (see below).  However, in all cases the same issues were 349 

examined without categorizing cells (e.g., by looking at correlations between profiles of 350 

responding across all neurons). 351 

Temporal patterns of responding compared between groups of mice 352 

The time course of evoked responses across the 5-second evoked period is shown in the 353 

post-stimulus time histograms (PSTH's) in figure 5.  In general, group differences were not 354 

found during the initial response period, but instead were limited to the later part.  These data 355 

match the results of an earlier study, in which NST activity was measured in B6 and 129 inbred 356 

mice; in that experiment the strains gave similar taste responses during an early, phasic response 357 

period (0-600 ms after onset), but B6 mice had larger sweetener response sizes during a later, 358 

tonic period (600-5000 ms; 10).   359 

Similar phasic and tonic response periods were defined here.  The groups did not differ 360 

on their NST responses during the phasic period of 0-600 ms after stimulus onset (main effect of 361 

group and group × stimulus interaction, n.s.).  For the tonic period of 600-5000 ms, though, there 362 
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were significant differences similar to those observed across all 5 seconds, with larger responses 363 

in the B6/129 group to IMP and the sweeteners sucrose, acesulfame-K, maltose, SC-45647, and 364 

D-phenylalanine (main effect of group, F1,77 = 14.1, p < 0.001, t77 ≥ 2.4, p < 0.02 in post-hoc365 

tests); unlike the 5-sec comparisons, though, HCl responses were also larger in B6/129 mice, and 366 

there was no group difference in response sizes to quinine.  The lack of group differences during 367 

the phasic period did not occur because there was insufficient time to yield significant taste 368 

responses to sweeteners.  Many neurons gave robust responses to sucrose at 600 ms after onset, 369 

with 35% and 50% of the cells evoking significant responses in the 129/129 and B6/129 groups, 370 

respectively. 371 

Next, across-neuron profiles of activity were examined during only the phasic or tonic 372 

periods.  In the phasic multidimensional spaces (figure 2C and D), salty stimuli were located 373 

closer to the sour and bitter stimuli than they had been for the spaces based on 5 sec of activity, 374 

as was found previously in B6 and 129 inbred mice (10).  However, the sweeteners sucrose, 375 

maltose, SC-45647 and D-phenylalanine were still separate from the other stimuli (located close 376 

to each other in 129/129 mice and spread farther apart in B6/129 mice), as they had been in the 377 

5-sec spaces (figure 2A and B).  In both groups of mice there was a difference in the phasic378 

spaces compared to the 5-sec ones in the location of acesulfame-K, which was closest to the 379 

sour/bitter stimuli in the former analysis and to the sweeteners in the latter.  Presumably this was 380 

due to its potassium cation activating primarily sour- and bitter-responsive neurons during the 381 

initial response period that was dominated by Tas1r3-independent mechanisms; these results are 382 

consistent with the HCl/quinine-like across-neuron profile in the NST reported for acesulfame-K 383 

in T1R3-knockout mice, which possess only Tas1r3-independent sweet taste transduction 384 

mechanisms (13). 385 

The multidimensional spaces based on only the tonic period (figure 2E and F) were 386 

generally similar to those based on all 5 seconds, which is not surprising given that the former 387 

encompasses 4400 out of 5000 ms of the latter.   Saccharin was located next to NaCl in 129/129 388 

mice and grouped with the sweeteners in B6/129 mice.  This difference in location was reflected 389 

in the correlations between the across-neuron profiles of individual stimuli that were used to 390 

generate the tonic spaces.  In B6/129 mice, the correlation between the tonic profiles of saccharin 391 

and sucrose was +0.58, which was significantly larger than the correlation of +0.08 between 392 
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these two stimuli in 129/129 mice (Z = 2.5, p = 0.01); the two groups had similar tonic 393 

correlations between the profiles of saccharin and NaCl, though (+0.49 and +0.53 in the B6/129 394 

and 129/129 groups, respectively).   395 

Temporal patterns of responding within groups of mice 396 

Thus, the presence of the Tas1r3-containing donor fragment influenced the tonic, but not 397 

phasic, responses to sweeteners.  The independence of the two time periods was investigated 398 

further by comparing their response sizes to each other within each group of animals.  In 129/129 399 

and B6/129 mice, the correlations between the phasic and tonic responses to sucrose were only 400 

+0.17 and +0.14, respectively, which were not significant (figure 6).  The correlations between401 

phasic and tonic response sizes were also non-significant for all of the other sweeteners in both 402 

groups and ranged from +0.09 to +0.39.  In contrast, correlations between phasic and tonic 403 

response sizes were larger than +0.47 and significant for all of the non-sweet compounds, with 404 

the exceptions of CaCl2 and quinine in the 129/129 group.  In other words, the fact that an NST 405 

neuron gives a large response to a sweetener within the first 600 ms does not necessarily mean 406 

that it will continue responding robustly after that period, whereas for most non-sweet 407 

compounds the same neurons tend to give large responses both before and after 600 ms. 408 

This principle is further illustrated in figure 7, which compares responses between H-, N-, 409 

and S-cells within each group of animals for some of the sweeteners.  The phasic period of 600 410 

ms was adequate time for many of the cells to give significant responses to sucrose, but this 411 

occurred primarily in N- and H-cells.  S-cells, which were defined based on their large responses 412 

to sucrose across 5 seconds, were characterized by an absence of responding to sweeteners 413 

immediately after onset; in fact, the neuron that gave the largest tonic response to sucrose in the 414 

B6/129 group (more than 80 spikes/sec) failed to give a significant response to the compound 415 

during the phasic period (figure 6).  Only 13% and 27% of the S-cells evoked significant phasic 416 

responses to sucrose in the 129/129 and B6/129 groups, respectively.  There were no indications 417 

that this occurred simply because 600 ms is too brief a period for NST cells to generate increases 418 

in firing above baseline.  For example, many cells gave clear responses to acesulfame-K within 419 

this period (figure 7).  In addition, 50% of the non-S-cells (i.e., the H- and N-cells in both 420 

groups) gave significant responses to sucrose during the phasic period.  After the first 500-600 421 
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ms, the responses of N- and H-cells to sweeteners tended to decline, whereas the responsiveness 422 

of S-cells showed a sharp increase, especially in the B6/129 group.   423 

The lack of an initial S-cell response to sucrose and SC-45647 helps to explain why the 424 

phasic multidimensional spaces showed these stimuli in a separate location than the salty, sour, 425 

and bitter compounds (figure 2C & D), since such non-sweet stimuli did tend to evoke 426 

significant phasic responses in S-cells.  That is, the uniqueness of the phasic across-neuron 427 

patterns to sucrose and SC-45647 derives from them evoking small phasic responses in H- and 428 

N-cells and no phasic response in S-cells; non-sweeteners, on the other hand, evoked phasic429 

responses in all three subtypes of cells.  Moreover, the absence of early S-cell responding to 430 

sucrose is important, as it suggests that the initial response to sweeteners was not primarily 431 

somatosensory (i.e., the response did not occur evenly across all NST neurons, as one would 432 

expect for a signal related merely to fluid contacting the tongue). 433 

Figure 8 shows the percentages of the total response across all neurons that were evoked 434 

within H-, N-, and S-cells at different intervals across the 5-sec evoked period for saccharin, 435 

NaCl, and sucrose.  Consistent with figure 6, in both groups of mice sucrose showed a dramatic 436 

shift after 500 ms, as S-cells suddenly increased their share of the total response and H- and N-437 

cell shares declined.  This was not the case for NaCl, however, as N-cells evoked the 438 

preponderance of NST activity throughout the entire 5 sec.  For saccharin, the largest share of the 439 

total NST activity occurred in N-cells in both the B6/129 and 129/129 groups; this was true both 440 

initially and during almost all of the later time periods.  The groups were also similar in that only 441 

a small percentage of the total activity was evoked in S-cells to start with.  Subsequently, though, 442 

S-cells continued to remain unresponsive to saccharin in 129/129 mice, but in B6/129 mice they443 

gradually increased their share of the total response to saccharin, eventually exceeding the 444 

percentage found for N-cells.  These data provide greater temporal resolution to the phasic and 445 

tonic across-neuron profiles described earlier, in which saccharin's profile was more similar to 446 

that of sucrose in B6/129 versus 129/129 mice, but only during the tonic period. 447 

Initially, it may appear that figures 7 and 8, which show that across-neuron profiles to 448 

sweeteners were highly time-dependent, contradict figure 2C-F, in which most of the sweeteners 449 

were found in similar locations for the phasic versus tonic multidimensional spaces.  However, 450 

such spaces are defined based on comparing all of the members to each other within a particular 451 
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space, but absolute locations cannot meaningfully be compared between different spaces.  Thus, 452 

the similar sweetener locations in both the phasic and tonic spaces (e.g., being found on the left 453 

side in all spaces) may be a coincidence and should not be taken as evidence for matching 454 

across-neuron patterns between the phasic and tonic periods.   455 

Spatio-temporal patterns of responding compared between groups 456 

Earlier, parallels were described between spatial patterns (i.e., across-neuron profiles) and 457 

the presumed taste qualities of stimuli.  At the same time, there is evidence that temporal patterns 458 

of activity evoked by taste compounds can contribute to quality perceptions, even in the absence 459 

of spatial patterning (42,43).  Although the two kinds of taste-evoked patterns have traditionally 460 

been described and analyzed separately, both spatial and temporal response distributions must 461 

occur simultaneously as an animal samples solutions, and there has been growing appreciation 462 

for the need to conceive of gustatory processing in terms of combined spatial and temporal 463 

activity (37,44-47).  Thus, combined spatio-temporal patterns were created and compared 464 

between the groups of mice, in order to more clearly illustrate the full influence of Tas1r3 on 465 

NST responses. 466 

Figure 9 shows heat maps that represent the responses evoked by seven stimuli in 500 ms 467 

bins and in terms of the mean response per subtype.  These maps confirm that the different basic 468 

compounds each evoked a unique spatio-temporal pattern of activity in the NST, with the 469 

exception of the patterns for HCl and quinine being similar to each other.  In addition, they 470 

indicate that the responses evoked by SC-45647 and acesulfame-K differed between the B6/129 471 

and 129/129 groups primarily in terms of the overall response level, rather than in terms of their 472 

across-subtype or temporal patterns; in both groups of mice, though, acesulfame-K begins with 473 

an initial across-subtype pattern similar to that of HCl before switching to a sucrose-like pattern.  474 

The heat maps for saccharin are also informative, in that they show that the compound initially 475 

evokes an NaCl-like across-subtype pattern in both groups, before switching to a more sucrose-476 

like pattern in B6/129 but not 129/129 mice.  This gradual change over 5 sec for saccharin in 477 

B6/129 mice presents a contrast to the results for sucrose, where there was a sudden dramatic 478 

shift in how its activity was distributed after 500 ms in both groups of animals.  479 

Burst firing 480 
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As in prior work (20), many NST neurons in each group displayed bursting behavior 481 

during spontaneous firing, as indicated by a high percentage of interspike intervals (ISIs) less 482 

than 5 ms.  Figure 10 shows examples of raw voltage traces for a bursting and a non-bursting 483 

cell.  The overall prevalence of bursting was similar in 129/129 and B6/129 mice.  For example, 484 

in both groups there were 18 neurons where more than 20% of their total ISIs were less than 5 485 

msec (figure 10C and D).  However, the groups differed on how the prevalence of bursting was 486 

related to taste-evoked responses upon presentation of sucrose.  In 129/129 mice, the correlation 487 

between the percentage of intervals less than 5 ms and the size of the sucrose response was 488 

+0.56, which was highly significant (p < 0.001; figure 10 and table 1).  In other words, in489 

129/129 mice knowing the prevalence of bursting during spontaneous activity, prior to 490 

application of taste stimuli, allows one to predict the size of the response if sucrose were applied, 491 

with the most bursting occurring in those cells that give the largest sucrose responses.  There 492 

were no other significant correlations between the percentage of intervals less than 5 ms and 493 

response sizes to the prototypical stimuli in either group, including for sucrose in B6/129 mice 494 

(table 1).   495 

There were also no significant correlations when intervals of 5-10 ms were used instead 496 

(table 1), nor were the percentages of intervals that were 0-5 ms and 5-10 ms significantly 497 

correlated with each other in 129/129 or B6/129 mice (r = +0.04 and +0.15, respectively).  Thus, 498 

the results were consistent with prior data indicating that intervals of 0-5 ms result from a special 499 

bursting-related mechanism that is not involved in firing with longer intervals (20).  Presumably, 500 

a currently unidentified mechanism found in some NST cells can automatically generate a new 501 

action potential immediately following a previous one (e.g., as is proposed to occur through 502 

back-propagation of spikes; 48).   503 

504 

DISCUSSION 505 

Multiple transduction mechanisms for sweeteners 506 

The finding of larger NST responses to sweeteners in B6/129 versus 129/129 mice 507 

demonstrates the powerful influence of the Tas1r3 sequence, on which the two otherwise-similar 508 

groups differed.  At the same time, the results also suggest that sweeteners must activate multiple 509 
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transduction mechanisms, since phasic (before 600 ms) and tonic (600-5000 ms) sweetener-510 

evoked responses were independent of each other, as found previously (10).  The current data 511 

also indicate that Tas1r3 sequence is only a partial determinant of sweetener response size, given 512 

that the overall response size to sweeteners in the B6/129 group was generally lower than that 513 

observed previously in B6 inbred mice, and that the percentage of neurons defined as S-cells in 514 

B6/129 mice (26%) was lower than that found before in B6 inbred mice (55%).  Thus, as a result 515 

of adding the donor fragment containing the B6 allele for Tas1r3 onto the 129 genetic 516 

background, there is an increase in neural sensitivity to sweeteners that is large, but not large 517 

enough to increase it to the level found in B6 inbred mice.  This is consistent with genes other 518 

than Tas1r3 being partially responsible for the larger sensitivity to sweeteners in B6 vs. 129 519 

inbred mice, though more work will be needed to confirm this and identify the genes in question. 520 

The current data progress beyond earlier findings by directly evaluating the role of 521 

Tas1r3 in the phasic and tonic response periods.  Phasic responses to sweeteners were similar in 522 

the groups, despite their genetic differences at Tas1r3, so they must occur solely through Tas1r3-523 

independent mechanisms.  In contrast, the larger tonic responses to sweeteners in B6/129 versus 524 

129/129 mice make this response component Tas1r3-dependent, likely deriving from group 525 

differences in peripheral events.  In 129/129 mice there should be less effective binding of 526 

sweeteners to T1R2/T1R3 in taste buds, resulting in low levels of intracellular signaling and 527 

release of neurotransmitter onto peripheral gustatory nerves.  Confirmation of reduced peripheral 528 

sensitivity to sweeteners in 129/129 relative to B6/129 mice has been found in recordings from 529 

the chorda tympani nerve, which projects to the NST (22).  The long latency of the Tas1r3-530 

dependent response may relate to T1R2/T1R3’s activation of G-protein-mediated cascades, 531 

rather than direct passage of sweeteners through a channel.  However, responses to quinine are 532 

also G-protein-mediated, but have a short latency.  Thus, additional work will be needed to 533 

determine why the Tas1r3-dependent sweetener response takes so long to influence the NST. 534 

There is no way to know what taste quality is generated by the phasic response to 535 

sweeteners (i.e., although it is “sweetener-evoked,” it may not involve perceptions of 536 

“sweetness”; see “Methods. Presentation of taste stimuli” for discussion of this issue), nor is it 537 

possible at present to identify which Tas1r3-independent mechanisms are responsible for it.  538 

Glucose transporters are expressed in taste bud cells and mediate T1R3-independent sweet taste.  539 
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However, these proteins are co-expressed with T1R3 (49,50), whereas the current data implicate 540 

differentially-expressed mechanisms (i.e., proteins not expressed in T1R3-containing taste bud 541 

cells), given the independence of the phasic and tonic across-neuron profiles.  A similar reason 542 

argues against umami receptors mediating the phasic sweetener responses, given that umami and 543 

sweet compounds evoke similar across-neuron profiles in the rodent brainstem (51,52). 544 

Another possibility is that the phasic component represents non-gustatory information 545 

(e.g., ionic contributions) that allows for detectability but not recognition of a stimulus.  Arguing 546 

against possibility, though, is the fact that phasic and tonic response periods were independent 547 

almost exclusively for sweeteners and not for non-sweet compounds.  That is, for almost all of 548 

the non-sweet stimuli, the response size during the phasic period closely tracked the size during 549 

the tonic period, suggesting that similar information is carried during the two phases.  I also 550 

considered whether the phasic response component involves primarily a somatosensory (e.g., 551 

tactile or thermal), rather than gustatory, response, given that some NST cells receive trigeminal 552 

input (53) and that gustatory cortex neurons are thought to display an early somatosensory-553 

related response component (18).  However, this prospect is unlikely, given that: 1) neurons that 554 

had noticeable tactile sensitivity were excluded from the experiment (as described in Methods. 555 

Presentation of taste stimuli); 2) similar results were observed for 500 mM sucrose and 1 mM 556 

SC-45647, despite their large difference in viscosity; 3) phasic responses to sweeteners were not 557 

uniform across all NST cells, but varied across H-, N-, and S-cells, with the latter showing a lack 558 

of responding.   559 

In addition, the taste stimulus 100 mM L-proline was originally included in the stimulus 560 

array for the experiment, but dropped before completion due to its ineffectiveness at driving 561 

neurons (see Methods. Presentation of taste stimuli). However, the limited proline data can be 562 

helpful in addressing whether the phasic responses of most NST neurons had a significant 563 

somatosensory component.  Out of those 65 neurons in which it was applied, only 15 neurons 564 

(i.e., 23% of the total) gave a phasic response that was significantly larger than the baseline 565 

firing rate.  Moreover, this 23% represents the maximum number of neurons that might have 566 

responded to pure water, since the 100 mM L-proline solution contained not only water, but also 567 

molecules of the taste compound proline.  The low percentage that resulted from this analysis 568 

helps to confirm that the neurons that were included in the experiment did not generally have a 569 
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somatosensory contribution to their phasic responses.  Nonetheless, it is not possible to 570 

completely rule out the possibility that there was a somatosensory contribution to the phasic 571 

portion of the responses in some neurons. 572 

In addition, the phasic response to sweeteners did not appear to represent salty, sour, or 573 

bitter side-tastes, given the distinct locations of sweeteners and non-sweet compounds in the 574 

phasic multidimensional spaces.  Another possibility is that the phasic response evoked by 575 

sweeteners is mediated by transduction mechanisms for one or more non-traditional tastes that 576 

are distinct from the traditional five basic categories, such as "starch" taste activated by 577 

multioligosaccharides (54).  However, the absence of such stimuli from the current study makes 578 

it impossible to address this issue at present.  Regardless, sweeteners likely caused some kind of 579 

taste quality perception within 600 ms, even if it cannot be definitively identified, given that they 580 

evoked significant phasic responses in many NST cells.  Certainly, this time period is adequate 581 

for behaving rodents to discriminate some taste compounds from each other (55-57). 582 

Comparisons with prior behavioral data 583 

In general, the group differences in tonic, but not phasic, neural responses provided a 584 

close match with prior behavioral results, in which B6/129 mice preferred sucrose, maltose, 585 

acesulfame-K, SC-45647, D-phenylalanine and saccharin to a larger extent than did 129/129 586 

mice (22).  Although the tonic response size to saccharin did not differ between the groups, 587 

saccharin’s tonic across-neuron profile was more similar to that of sucrose in B6/129 mice; this 588 

result parallels prior differences in saccharin’s across-neuron profile between B6 and 129 mice 589 

(10), as well as between groups of rats with discrepant saccharin preferences (58).  The more 590 

sucrose-like profile of saccharin in B6/129 mice suggests an influence of Tas1r3 sequence on 591 

perceived quality (i.e., purity of sweet taste), whereas the larger mean responses across all cells 592 

to sucrose, maltose, acesulfame-K, SC-45647, and D-phenylalanine suggest an influence on 593 

perceived intensity.   594 

The mean response across all neurons was larger for all stimuli in B6/129 relative to 595 

129/129 mice, and these differences rose to the level of significance for a few of the non-596 

sweeteners that were equally preferred by 129/129 and B6/129 mice in prior work, including 597 

quinine (in 5-sec responses only), HCl (in tonic responses only), and IMP (in both measures).  598 
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This raises the issue of whether variation is Tas1r3 affects the size of sweetener responses or of 599 

NST responsiveness more generally (or, indeed, of whether it affects both, but to different 600 

degrees).  Arguing against the second possibility is the fact that all five of the sweeteners showed 601 

significant group differences in mean responses sizes, whereas for the salty, sour, and bitter taste 602 

stimuli, only one of the representative compounds showed a significant group difference (IMP 603 

and saccharin are categorized as salty stimuli here, based on the multidimensional spaces; see 604 

figure 2).  Nonetheless, the data do not rule out the possibility that variation in Tas1r3 sequence 605 

results in generalized effects on responsiveness, or effects on additional taste qualities beyond 606 

sweetness, through unknown mechanisms.   607 

Considerations of responses within each group of mice also suggest that tonic activity 608 

provided a closer match with prior behavioral data than did phasic activity.  For example, in the 609 

spaces based on tonic activity, the artificial sweetener acesulfame-K was located closer to 610 

sucrose than it was to HCl or quinine in both groups of mice.  In contrast, in the spaces based on 611 

only phasic activity this compound was located closer to HCl and quinine than it was to sucrose.  612 

This outcome occurred even in B6/129 mice, who prefer acesulfame over water (22), suggesting 613 

that their behavior is driven primarily by the later tonic response portion, during which 614 

acesulfame evokes a sucrose-like across-neuron profile. 615 

Spatio-temporal codes as a basis for taste quality perception 616 

The exact process by which perceptions of taste quality are generated in the brain (i.e., 617 

gustatory coding) remains to be determined, though there are likely important roles for multiple 618 

factors, including specific neural subtypes, comparisons across large populations of cells, and 619 

dynamic changes in firing rates.  Although there remain mysteries about the neural basis for taste 620 

perceptions, presumably there must be some measurable set of characteristics of taste-responsive 621 

neurons that vary in direct relationship to the kind of stimulus that is applied.  That is, salt must 622 

taste primarily salty and sugar taste sweet because these compounds differ in how they cause 623 

gustatory neurons to change their firing rates after application.  The NST is likely not sufficient, 624 

or even dominant, in this process, and other regions (e.g., gustatory cortex) obviously play large 625 

roles.  Nonetheless, the NST is an obligatory relay, and all other taste-sensitive neurons in the 626 

brain depend on it to provide a discriminatory neural signal related to which compounds are 627 

present in the mouth. 628 
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In the current work, application of sucrose resulted in two unique consequences in the 629 

NST that distinguished it from the non-sweet compounds: 1) a lack of responding in S-cells 630 

during the phasic period; and 2) large responses in S-cells during the tonic period.  It is possible 631 

that sucrose’s primarily sweet taste depends on both of these unique neural consequences.  632 

However, there are several reasons why this is unlikely.  First, this interpretation would require 633 

neurons to serve different roles at different times, which is incompatible with general 634 

conceptions of how taste quality perceptions are created.  Second, it would require some kind of 635 

improbable “homunculus” that somehow keeps track of stimulus onset and “knows” when to 636 

expect a shift in the evoked across-neuron pattern; moreover, it would need to keep track of this 637 

process differentially for sweeteners and non-sweet compounds, given that only sweeteners 638 

showed this shift to activating different NST cells after 600 ms.  Third, it is clear that every 639 

individual compound, even ones that serve as so-called “prototypes”, evokes multiple taste 640 

qualities, and some compounds even evoke quality perceptions that change drastically over time 641 

(e.g., ones with a bitter aftertaste).  Thus, there is no reason to assume that every effect of 642 

sucrose application on NST firing rates is associated with sweetness perception. 643 

In light of these factors, it is difficult to say at present what kind of taste quality 644 

perception is generated by the phasic sweetener response portion.  One possibility is that the 645 

quality is neither sweetness, nor any of the other four canonical basic tastes.  On the other hand, 646 

there is evidence that the tonic response is related to sweet taste perceptions, with levels of 647 

activity differing between the two groups of mice in a way that is consistent with their different 648 

behavior toward sweeteners.  I acknowledge that the phasic sweetener response cannot simply be 649 

dismissed, given the high percentage of H- and N-cells that responded significantly during only 650 

the phasic period, but the data argue against this 600-ms interval providing a strong influence on 651 

behavior; this period may be adequate to guide intake of non-sweet compounds, though, given 652 

evidence for more rapid detection of NaCl than sucrose in both mice and humans (57,59,60).   653 

A true understanding of how taste quality perceptions are generated will likely require 654 

considering evoked responses as complex spatio-temporal patterns.  Among the stimuli used 655 

here, this issue is especially relevant to acesulfame-K and NaSaccharin.  The former evoked 656 

large responses during the phasic period, but developed a sucrose-like across-neuron profile only 657 

during the later period.  Saccharin also showed a large time-dependence of its across-neuron 658 
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profile in the B6/129 group, with a predominantly NaCl-like profile gradually changing to a 659 

more sucrose-like profile.  Further work will be needed to determine the time periods most 660 

relevant for examining taste quality perceptions within this model of across-neuron patterns that 661 

can shift over time.  The influence of earlier neural activity must eventually become lost as new 662 

activity is generated, and considering extremely long intervals fails to take into account the 663 

dynamic nature of perception.  However, looking at extremely brief periods of activity (several 664 

milliseconds) yields across-neuron patterns that are not stable enough across successive intervals 665 

to allow individual neurons to maintain a consistent role in gustatory coding.  There are also 666 

additional factors beyond the scope of the current work (e.g., anesthesia state, anticipatory 667 

effects, the method by which stimuli are delivered) which likely affect how taste perceptions 668 

evolve over hundreds of milliseconds to seconds. 669 

Role of burst firing 670 

I characterized distributions of interspike intervals of cells in 129/129 and B6/129 mice 671 

here, and previously in rats and in B6 and 129 inbred mice (20), and between the two 672 

experiments several facts are clear: 1) a subset of rodent NST neurons often fire in bursts with 673 

interspike intervals of less than 5 ms; 2) these bursting mechanisms are not randomly distributed 674 

across NST cells, but instead tend to occur in neurons with certain response properties; and 3) 675 

which NST cells show bursting behavior varies across groups of animals.  Here, the overall 676 

prevalence of bursting was similar between 129/129 and B6/129 mice, but the groups differed on 677 

whether bursting was related to sucrose response sizes.  Only the 129/129 group had a significant 678 

positive correlation between the percentage of intervals less than 5 ms and the size of the sucrose 679 

response.  Thus, the presence or absence of the Tas1r3-containing donor fragment affected how 680 

bursting-related mechanisms were distributed across NST cells with different response 681 

properties.   682 

Between the current experiment and the earlier study, a high degree of bursting was 683 

observed in the most sucrose-responsive neurons in only two out of five groups (129 and 684 

129/129 mice), and these were the two groups that are known to have poor sweetener binding to 685 

T1R2/T1R3 and a weak peripheral nerve response to sweeteners.  It is possible, of course, that 686 

this is a coincidence.  However, it is also possible that the mechanism that causes bursting in 687 

NST cells is directed to cells that receive weak peripheral gustatory signals that would benefit 688 
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from amplification, as suggested previously (20).  This should cause the few NST cells that do 689 

respond robustly to sweeteners in these mice to be especially effective at driving their post-690 

synaptic targets and compensate for the animals' poor peripheral responsiveness.  That is, it 691 

should augment the sweetener responses of the cells that follow the NST in 129/129 mice; in 692 

contrast, in B6/129 mice (here) and in B6 mice (previously) there were large responses in the 693 

NST to sucrose, but primarily in non-bursting cells that may have a limited ability to drive their 694 

targets.  The net effect of these bursting distributions should be to bring 129/129 mice closer to 695 

B6/129 mice in their sweetener responsiveness for areas that follow the NST, compensating for 696 

the former’s poor peripheral responses to sweeteners.  Additional work will be needed to test this 697 

hypothesis more directly.  Bursting in the NST may also serve additional functions, such as 698 

sharpening breadth-of-tuning and enhancing synchronized firing, as suggested by work in non-699 

taste systems (61,62). 700 

Perspectives and significance 701 

Single-unit recordings using 129/129 and B6/129 mice from the segregating congenic 702 

strain 129.B6-Tas1r3 provided insight into how the taste-evoked activity generated by the 703 

T1R2/T1R3 receptor is distributed across neurons and across time in the NST.  Binding of 704 

sweeteners to this receptor resulted in a neural signal directed primarily to a subclass of S-cells, 705 

but only after a delay of approximately 500-600 ms.  Prior to this time, sweeteners activated 706 

unknown taste transduction mechanisms that must be expressed in different taste bud cells than 707 

T1R3, and which generated neural signals distributed primarily to N- and H-cells in the NST.  708 

Thus, the relative contributions of these Tas1r3-dependent and -independent mechanisms varied 709 

at different times.  The diversity and complexity of neural responses evoked by sweeteners (i.e., 710 

compounds that are treated similarly to sucrose by mice) suggested that NST responses are best 711 

characterized in terms of spatio-temporal patterns of activity, in which the neurons that fire the 712 

most can change across periods of hundreds of milliseconds.  Even briefer time periods (less than 713 

5 ms) are also important to observe, as they are relevant to bursting behavior by NST neurons, 714 

which likely has an impact on the effectiveness with which the cells are able to drive their 715 

targets.  Only the mice with low sweetener sensitivity (i.e., the 129/129 group) exhibited a 716 

significant positive correlation between amount of bursting and sucrose response size.  This may 717 

be part of a general property of the NST to amplify taste responses to certain compounds, 718 
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depending on an animal's peripheral gustatory sensitivity.  Regardless, it will be worthwhile to 719 

expand considerations of bursting in the taste system, given that the true impact of neurons 720 

occurs in their ability to drive their post-synaptic targets, which cannot be fully determined by 721 

merely counting the number of action potentials across periods of several seconds. 722 

723 
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Figure captions 931 

Figure 1. Responsiveness to sweeteners was larger in the NST of B6/129 than 129/129 mice.  932 

Mean (± SEM) responses across all neurons and averaged across the entire 5-sec evoked period 933 

are shown for the 129/129 (open bars, n = 37) and B6/129 (filled bars, n = 42) groups.  Statistics 934 

were as follows: main effect of group, F1,77 = 8.9, p = 0.004.  Abbreviations: HCl, 10 mM HCl; 935 

Na, 100 mM NaCl; Q, 20 mM quinine HCl; Suc, 500 mM sucrose; IMP, 10 mM disodium 5 -936 

inosine monophosphate; Ci, 10 mM citric acid; Ca, 100 mM CaCl2; NH, 100 mM NH4Cl; Ace, 937 

10 mM acesulfame-K; Mal, 500 mM maltose; Phe, 100 mM D-phenylalanine; SC, 1 mM SC-938 

45647; Sac, 10 mM NaSaccharin.  *, p < 0.05, 129/129 vs. B6/129 in post-hoc tests. 939 

940 

Figure 2. Comparisons of across-neuron patterns of NST responding to each stimulus within 941 

each group of mice showed groupings consistent with presumed taste quality when based on the 942 

full 5-sec evoked period (A and B).  However, distinctions between across-neuron profiles of 943 

different stimuli were clearer for tonic than for phasic responding.  Two-dimensional spaces 944 

generated using multidimensional scaling based on only the first 600 ms of evoked activity are 945 

shown for the 129/129 (C) and B6/129 (D) groups.  Within each group, across-neuron patterns of 946 

NST activity during the phasic period alone showed less distinctions between stimuli than had 947 

been the case for entire 5-sec evoked period, but most of the sweeteners were still grouped apart 948 

from non-sweet stimuli.  Acesulfame-K was located closest to the sour and bitter stimuli in both 949 

groups, in contrast to the spaces based on 5-sec responses, where it was located closest to the 950 

sweeteners.  Spaces based on across-neuron patterns during tonic activity (E and F) were 951 

generally similar to those based on the full 5 seconds.    Abbreviations: HCl, 10 mM HCl; Na, 952 

100 mM NaCl; Q, 20 mM quinine HCl; Suc, 500 mM sucrose; IMP, 10 mM disodium 5 -inosine 953 

monophosphate; Ci, 10 mM citric acid; Ca, 100 mM CaCl2; NH, 100 mM NH4Cl; Ace, 10 mM 954 

acesulfame-K; Mal, 500 mM maltose; Phe, 100 mM D-phenylalanine; SC, 1 mM SC-45647; 955 

Sac, 10 mM NaSaccharin.   956 

957 

Figure 3.  Three subtypes of neurons were identified in each group using cluster analysis.  The 958 

resulting dendrograms are shown for 129/129 (top) and B6/129 (bottom) mice. Cells were 959 
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compared with each other based on their profiles of responding across the prototypical stimuli, 960 

and the branch points defining S-, N-, and H-cells are indicated by the appropriate letter.  961 

962 

Figure 4.  The groups of mice differed on responses to stimuli within neural subtypes.  Mean net 963 

responses across H- (top), N- (middle), and S-cells (bottom) are shown for the 129/129 (open 964 

bars) and B6/129 (filled bars) groups.  In 129/129 there were 10 H-cells, 19 N-cells, and 8 S-965 

cells, and in B6/129 mice there were 16 H-cells, 15 N-cells, and 11 S-cells.  Statistics were as 966 

follows: H-cells, main effect of group, F1,24 = 5.4, p = 0.03, group × stimulus interaction, F12,288 = 967 

2.1, p = 0.02; N-cells, group × stimulus interaction, F12,384 = 2.8, p = 0.001; S-cells, main effect 968 

of group, F1,17 = 4.6, p = 0.048, group × stimulus interaction, F12,204 = 2.6, p = 0.004.  969 

Abbreviations: HCl, 10 mM HCl; Na, 100 mM NaCl; Q, 20 mM quinine HCl; Suc, 500 mM 970 

sucrose; IMP, 10 mM disodium 5 -inosine monophosphate; Ci, 10 mM citric acid; Ca, 100 mM 971 

CaCl2; NH, 100 mM NH4Cl; Ace, 10 mM acesulfame-K; Mal, 500 mM maltose; Phe, 100 mM 972 

D-phenylalanine; SC, 1 mM SC-45647; Sac, 10 mM NaSaccharin.  *, p < 0.05 in post-hoc tests,973 

129/129 vs. B6/129. 974 

975 

Figure 5. Group differences in NST responsiveness were clearer for the later (tonic) response 976 

portion than for the earlier (phasic) portion.  Post-stimulus time histograms (PSTH's) show mean 977 

(± SEM) responses across all cells in 100-ms bins for the 129/129 (grey lines) and B6/129 (black 978 

lines) groups.  Results are shown for nine representative stimuli.  Abbreviations: HCl, 10 mM 979 

HCl; Na, 100 mM NaCl; Q, 20 mM quinine HCl; Suc, 500 mM sucrose; IMP, 10 mM disodium 980 

5 -inosine monophosphate; Ace, 10 mM acesulfame-K; Mal, 500 mM maltose; Phe, 100 mM D-981 

phenylalanine; SC, 1 mM SC-45647.   982 

983 

Figure 6. Sucrose response sizes for the phasic and tonic response periods were independent of 984 

each other.  Across-neuron profiles of activity evoked by 500 mM sucrose are shown for the 985 

129/129 (left) and B6/129 (right) groups, based on response sizes during the phasic (0-600 ms, 986 

top) or tonic (600-5000 ms, bottom) periods.  Responses that were significantly different from 987 
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zero are indicated by filled bars; in almost every case these significant differences indicated 988 

excitation, though one neuron in 129/129 mice showed a significant inhibitory response.  For 989 

both time periods, neurons are ordered based on phasic response size, in descending order, 990 

within each group of mice.  Correlations between phasic and tonic response sizes were non-991 

significant for both 129/129 and B6/129 mice (r = +0.17 and r = +0.14, respectively). 992 

993 

Figure 7. Within each group of mice, temporal patterns of NST responding to sweeteners varied 994 

across types of cells with different response profiles. Post-stimulus time histograms (PSTH's) 995 

show mean responses across the entire 5-sec evoked period within H-cells, (blue), N-cells 996 

(green), and S-cells (red) for the 129/129 (left) and B6/129 (right) groups.  Results are shown for 997 

sucrose (top), acesulfame-K (middle), and SC-45647 (bottom). 998 

999 

Figure 8. Taste stimuli varied in how their NST responses were distributed across neural 1000 

subtypes over time.  Shown are the percentage of the total number of spikes generated by 1001 

saccharin (top), NaCl (middle), and sucrose (bottom) within the H-cells, (blue), N-cells (green), 1002 

and S-cells (red) across 500 ms time bins.  Patterns across time were similar for the 129/129 1003 

(dashed lines) and B6/129 (solid lines) groups for sucrose and NaCl.  Saccharin, in contrast, 1004 

gradually increased its share of the total response within S-cells over the 5-sec evoked period in 1005 

B6/129 mice, but not in 129/129 mice.  Note that four time bins for sucrose in 129/129 H-cells 1006 

had slightly inhibitory mean response sizes, which resulted in negative percentages that are 1007 

difficult to interpret; these analyses were also conducted after taking the absolute values of net 1008 

response sizes, which eliminated negative values, and similar results were obtained (data not 1009 

shown). 1010 

1011 

Figure 9. Responses to taste stimuli in the NST can be characterized as spatio-temporal patterns 1012 

that vary between stimuli and can be affected by Tas1r3 sequence.  Heat maps show how mean 1013 

response sizes within H-, N-, and S-cells varied across 500-ms time bins in the 129/129 (left half 1014 

of each map) and B6/129 (right half) groups for representative stimuli.  The map for each 1015 
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stimulus is drawn with a different scale in order to emphasize response patterns across subtypes 1016 

and time (thought to be related to taste quality), rather than the overall response level (thought to 1017 

be related to taste intensity). 1018 

1019 

Figure 10. A subset of NST neurons showed bursting during spontaneous activity, as indicated 1020 

by a high percentage of interspike intervals less than 5 ms.  Raw voltage traces are shown at the 1021 

top for two representative neurons that varied in whether they did (A) or did not (B) show a high 1022 

degree of bursting, even though their mean spontaneous firing rates were similar.  At the bottom,  1023 

scatterplots show the relationship between the percentage of the total interspike intervals that 1024 

were less than 5 ms and the response size to sucrose in the 129/129 (C) and B6/129 (D) groups.  1025 

The membership of each neuron in the three neural subtypes is indicated by the kind of symbol 1026 

(H-cells = square; N-cells = circle; S-cells = triangle).  The correlation between these two 1027 

variables was significant in 129/129 (p = +0.56) but B6/129 (r = +0.02) mice.  Note that the two 1028 

X-axes are on different scales, based on the larger sucrose responsiveness of the B6/129 group.1029 
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H-cell
N-cell
S-cell
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Table 1. Correlations between response sizes to the prototypical stimuli (in net spikes/s) and the 

percentage of total interspike intervals that fell within a certain range (either 0–5 ms or 5–10 ms) 

in 129/129 and B6/129 mice.  *, p < 0.0125. 

129/129 B6/129 

Stimulus 0-5 ms 5-10 ms 0-5 ms 5-10 ms

HCl +0.30 +0.13 -0.03 +0.31

NaCl +0.40 +0.37 +0.31 +0.25

Q +0.06 -0.06 -0.04 -0.01

Suc +0.56* -0.04 +0.02 +0.26
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